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This is our time…our life…our dream...

Welcome one and all to the greatest family reunion on Earth! The time is now upon us to once again open the mystic 
gates of the Dark Carnival to enter the utopic chaos that lies beyond. It is a place where the dull canvas of this world melts 
away to reveal a carnivalesque dreamscape of both wondrous sights and sounds. We have made it, which is no small 
feat! It has been an epic journey that has defined us as the Juggalos we are today. We have faced many foes, challenges, 
and personal hardships along the way…and still we stand. It is a true testament to our enlightened spirits that we can still 
celebrate when so many try to oppress us…still we grow stronger. Ours is a belief in something greater than this mortal 
realm. Ours is a belief in the bond of our family. Ours is a belief in ourselves…and no one will ever take that away. They 
may fear what they don’t understand. They may hate because they wish they had what we have…but they can never stop 
us from living the lives we choose and being who we are.

This is our year…our festival…

The Gathering captures a moment when the world is as it should be…without judgment and with love and respect for 
your fellow ninjas. Here there exists an intangible spiritual link to all whose company you share. Look around and what do 
you see? Sure there is an abundance of giant carnival rides, wild parties, and celebrity artists performing on huge stages, 
all of which comprise this dope underground festival, but the Gathering is much more than the sum of its entertainment 
and music. For you see the core of the magic that exists and flows all around us, the core of the magic that is the Dark 
Carnival itself, stems from none other than the Juggalos themselves and from within you.

This is our family…

It is here amongst Juggalos where love exists in its purest form. It is here amongst Juggalos where we’re truly equal. It is 
here amongst Juggalos where enjoying time spent with your homies is the greatest gift. It seems to be the simplest of 
things, and yet we know with certain clarity that it is the most important. There is something here that touches upon the 
fabric weaved into our souls and allows us to look into the very eyes of God. This is our time. This is our family. This is our 
lives joined together in the blink of our brief existence…where we cannot deny the simple truth that it’s one of the most 
powerful moments in our destiny. Because surrounded by our family in this way is when we truly…LIVE, and no one who 
has never been a part of our world could ever understand it, let alone feel it. So live…dance…share…and laugh…For this 
is our time and you are far from alone. Look around you. You have found your way home.
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Don’t know what the fuck’s going on? No problem. Just read below to find all the core information that you will need 
to know about this year’s Gathering.  

GOTJ Wristband 
The GOTJ wristband that you purchased or received when you presented your GOTJ ticket at the Ticket Office is 
not to be removed at any time and is your official pass into and out of Legend Valley (you may come and go as you 
please). It is good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Wednesday July 22nd (at 7 a.m.) until Sunday July 
26th (at 1 p.m.). Anyone found inside the park without a GOTJ wristband will be immediately escorted off the prop-
erty. If you should lose your GOTJ wristband, you should report it immediately to the Ticket Office. This wristband 
grants you access to all the concerts, wrestling events, comedian shows, parties, sideshows, competitions, carnival 
rides, autograph signings, and much more at no additional expense.

Vehicle Passes
No vehicles are allowed inside Legend Valley (except for in the parking lot) unless they have the appropriate sticker 
pass stuck to the driver side windshield (Car, RV/Trailer, or Big Balla Campsite). These may be obtained by pre-
senting the appropriate ticket (Car, RV/Trailer, or Big Balla Campsite) you purchased online once you arrive or by 
purchasing one directly at the Ticket Office. These sticker passes allow you to park your vehicle at your campsite, 
and once there, it must remain until the Gathering ends. This will be strongly enforced to ensure the safety of all our 
ninjas.

Car Passes apply to vehicles ranging in size from motorcycles to full-sized vans that are not towing trailers. RV/Trail-
er Passes apply to any vehicle bigger than a full-sized van (no 18 wheelers) or any vehicle towing a trailer. Big Balla 
Campsite Passes apply to any vehicle RV size or smaller, along with whatever they are towing. All vehicle passes 
are good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Wednesday July 22nd (at 7 a.m.) until Sunday July 26th (at 1 
p.m.).

Big Balla Campsite (20 & 30 amp)
Each of these sites are roughly 25’ × 50’. Any additional vehicles (besides the one with your Big Balla Campsite 
Pass) parked on your site will require their own Car or RV/Trailer Pass and must fit in your designated area. Keep 
in mind that you may also put multiple tents on your site as long as they also fit in your designated area. Big Balla 
Campsites are not numbered and will be on a first come/first serve basis.

This pass also allows you and up to five other people to enter the Gathering grounds one day early starting on Tues-
day July 21st at 6 p.m. Keep in mind that everyone getting in early must also have a GOTJ ticket to enter, and you 
will be required to remain in the Big Balla campsite area until the official start of the Gathering on Wednesday July 
22nd at 7 a.m.

These sites are good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Tuesday July 21st (at 6 p.m.) until Sunday July 26th 
(at 1 p.m.).

Psychopathic All Star Experience
This highly valued pass allows one person access to the Psychopathic All Star Experience which includes the following 
benefits and will take place on Wednesday July 22nd from 6–7:30 p.m.:

•	 Meet and greet with all the Psychopathic artists (ABK, AMB, Big Hoodoo, Boondox, DJ Clay, ICP, and Jump-
steady) in the backstage area of the Big Top stage for autograph and photo opportunities all in one setting

•	 All you can eat buffet
•	 Gift bag containing the following limited edition collectors’ items: VIP laminated pass, Ninjas in Action metal 

amulet (looks like the Hatchetman in a ninja suit), and a Dark Carnival logo flag
•	 The opportunity to stand on the side of the stage to watch the first artist of the Gathering perform
•	 The privilege of returning on Saturday night of the Gathering to be able to participate in the largest Faygo 

Armageddon ever seen during the climax of ICP’s set on the Big Top Stage!

Once you arrive on the Gathering grounds with your ticket, you will be able to pick up all the items listed above 
at the Ticket Office. You will need to do this before you head backstage so that the Ticket Office can process your 
ticket. You will then be instructed to gather on the right side of the stage at 5:45 p.m. on Wednesday July 22nd, 
where you will then be escorted backstage. Keep in mind that you will still need to purchase a GOTJ ticket in order 
to get into the grounds.

General Info
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Parking 
There is a 15-acre field located near the front entrance (off Jacksontown Road) to Legend Valley where you may 
park your vehicle for free. There are also accessible parking spaces (that are closer to the attractions) for ninjas with 
a disability license plate or parking placard.

Camping
Once you enter Legend Valley with your GOTJ wristband, you are free to camp in any of the designated camping 
areas on a first come/first serve basis. These locations are marked on the GOTJ map located on the back cover of 
this program. Keep in mind that the Gathering staff reserves the right to move any tent, vehicle, or campfire to han-
dle disputes or if they are located on a road, a fire lane, or an unofficial camping area. There are some key rules 
that everyone must follow when camping:

•	 All tents and vehicles must be 15 feet from any other tent, vehicle, or campfire in all directions.
•	 Do not camp in between any row of metal poles, as these mark fire lanes that must remain open.
•	 Make sure to safely contain, maintain, and extinguish all campfires.
•	 All vehicles at a campsite must have the appropriate vehicle sticker pass stuck to the driver’s side front wind-

shield   at all times.
•	 Please be respectful of your adjacent neighbors, especially when it comes to excessive noise at night.

Tear Down
After the four full days of flavor are done, it will be time to head out. Sunday July 26th is the official tear down day 
when everyone will be expected to be cleared out of Legend Valley and the parking lot by 1 p.m.

Good Advice
The following are some good tips on how to stay prepared as you venture forth into the GOTJ experience:

•	 Bring plenty of food to last you the entire time.
•	 Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
•	 Wear hats and light colored clothing while staying in the shade to keep cool.
•	 Make sure to bring warmer clothes for nighttime.
•	 Sunscreen is always a good idea, even on an overcast day.
•	 When camping make sure to bring the right supplies (tent, sleeping bag, rain gear, flashlight, bug spray, 

toiletries, towels, folding chairs, etc.)
•	 Bring a cell phone or some way to communicate.
•	 Avoid any kind of substance abuse…know your limits.

Rules
The following is a list of key rules to keep everyone safe and to ensure a good time for all. We ask that everyone 
respect the property of Legend Valley. The people who have allowed us into their homes are good people who have 
not only opened their arms to us but also proven to have a complete understanding of and respect for our family.

•	 No selling of illegal substances or breaking of any other laws.
•	 No underage or excessive drinking or substance abuse.
•	 Children must be supervised by adults.
•	 No vandalism or destruction of property.
•	 No cutting of trees, damaging plant life, or hurting wild animals.
•	 The speed limit while on the grounds is 5 mph.
•	 No animals. Leave your pets at home!
•	 No weapons or dangerous objects. 
•	 No spray paint.
•	 No outside firewood (Legend Valley will be selling firewood if needed).
•	 No littering, especially at the campsites.
•	 No golf carts, mini bikes, or four wheelers (bicycles are allowed).
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Info Tent 
This helpful tent is staffed 24 hours a day by Psychopathic representatives in order to assist anyone with any ques-
tions, concerns, or problems they might have. The people working here are connected via radio to all the event 
coordinators and have the power to either help you directly or get in contact with those who can. The Info Tent also 
provides the following other services:

•	 Information (including event times) and problem-solving capabilities
•	 Maps of the Gathering grounds
•	 Lost and Found—Please drop off any found items here.
•	 Display of the main prizes you can win at the various contests
•	 Display of the auction items
•	 A promotional area to leave flyers and CDs

Merchandise Bazaar
This area features a kaleidoscope of dope, rare, offensive, and Gathering exclusive merchandise from Psychopathic 
Records and its entire roster of artists. This is also the place to seek out merchandise from all other artists performing 
on the Big Top or Carousel Stage as well as a variety of other vendors. You may also buy additional programs here 
(see the Other Flavor section for more details).  

ATMs
There are several ATMs located on the grounds for quick leafy green access. Users are responsible for all transac-
tions as there will be no refunds.

Convenience Store
This 24-hour store will strive to meet all your basic needs by supplying an abundance of useful items. You will find 
everything from condoms, to disposable cameras, to over-the-counter medications and much more. 

Food Court
Have an urge for some buttery toasted camel toes or some beer-battered felcher grits? Then step on over to one of 
the many food courts. They are located throughout the Gathering grounds, serving delicious food and tasty bever-
ages (including Faygo) 24/7. 

 
Bottle Fill Station

There are several bottle fill stations spaced throughout the Gathering grounds where you may get fresh drinking 
water to fill your containers. 

Shower Trailers
These free 24-hour portable shower trailers are located by the Big Top Stage. One is dedicated for males and the 
other for females. Though not recommend, ninjas are free to wash all areas as hard and fast as they want to.

 
Medical Tent

The Medical Tent will be staffed by trained paramedics 24 hours a day to handle all medical needs. There will also 
be an ambulance on hand to transport anyone with a serious medical emergency quickly and efficiently to a nearby 
hospital.  

 
Security Tent

Anyone who needs to get a hold of security for any reason can go to either the Security Tent (located by the Seminar 
Stage) or the Information Tent. Security personnel will also be located all throughout the Gathering grounds as well 
to help you if needed. Their purpose is not to restrict people’s fun but rather to ensure everyone is acting in a safe 
and nondestructive manner.

General Info
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These time-traveling ninjas from the year 3092 are live and in effect and ready 
to school it on the Big Top Stage for all their fellow ancestral Juggalos. Get ready 
for wild antics and plenty of buffoonery, because with a Tyriannian alien, 
transdimensional scientist, and series XG1 cybernetic robot, there is no telling 
what’s going to pop off. They are armed, deranged, and totally chaotic, so what 
better hosts to help set the stage on fire and party like its 3199?!

The Witchdoctor of Horrorcore emerges from the dark mists of the unknown 
to bring his hypnotic occult voodoo beats to the Juggalo masses. A mage of the 
highest order of the Wicked Shit, Big Hoodoo’s enchanting rhymes and dope 
beats will take Juggalos on a journey to the other side, where magick and 
reality connect…and anything can happen when this primal titan takes the 
Gathering stage.

Big Hoodoo 6:30pm

Big Top Host - Keyola, Decker, and Treebok

Wednesday, July 22ND

Big Top Stage

These P-Town, California, psychedelic-hip-hop-punk-rock-rap kings are the 
bong balla Daddy X, blown back D Loc, super high on life Lou Dog, chronic inducer 
The Dirtball, and the ganja master DJ Bobby B. When these guys hit the stage, 
it’s time to get super live as you will get high as fuck off their dope-ass perfor-
mance (or from all the secondhand smoke). They are one of the most entertain-
ing groups on the planet who know how to bring the noise by turning the entire 
Gathering into one giant herbally enhanced party.

Kottonmouth Kings 7:20pm
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This hip hop phenom needs no introduction…but we’ll give him one anyway. The 
Don Mega of Strange Music, Tech N9ne has established himself as not only one 
of the savviest, most creative, and uncompromising rap artists of the modern 
age but also as an important part of Juggalo culture. This true musical jug-
gernaut will once again be pummeling the Main Stage of this year’s Gathering 
with his unrelenting fierceness and flavor. Ladies and gentlemen…the one and 
only…Tech-motherfuckin’-N9ne!

Armed with a tomahawk and a peace pipe filled with hallucinogenic herbs, and 
backed by the ancient spirits of his Native American ancestors, The Hatchet 
Warrior, Anybody Killa, returns to the Gathering stage to bring the Wicked Shit 
home to the Juggalos with his mystical and magical brand of music.

Anybody Killa 8:20pm

Tech N9ne 10:35pm

Wednesday, July 22ND

Who knows what lurks in the Ill Mind of Hopsin? Well, the millions of millions 
of ninjas who have watched his devastating video series on YouTube certainly 
know. With his zombie-like white eyes and rapid fire delivery, Hopsin’s wicked 
mic skills and business ninja skills have helped make his label Funk Volume one of 
today’s most respected companies in the world of rap. Hopsin’s previous Gath-
ering appearances are quickly becoming the stuff of Juggalo legend, and this 
year’s performance will undoubtedly only add to his ever-growing mythology. 
Get ready for the Funk Volume flavor of Hopsin!

Hopsin 9:25pm

Big Top Stage
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This Houston-based rap group composed of Acie High and Priceless has become a 
phenom in the Juggalo world over the last few years. They are creatively one of 
the most interesting groups in the rap game who have dominated the underground 
music scene with such bangers as “What’s Really Goin’ On,” “D.R.E.A.M.,” and 
“None Realer.” They have a style, flow, and lyrical composition that sets them in 
a rare category of one percenters who are the dopest MCs on the planet. This is 
going to be a must see performance that will blow your mind like a 5.56mm round 
of pure freshness.

Aqualeo 6:30pm

From the crops of Covington, Georgia, he emerged, laying waste to the Earth with 
every step of his sinister scarecrow feet. Boondox, the Feared One, the One Who 
Walks Amongst the Rows, returns from the haunted cornfields of America’s rural 
underbelly to deliver his terrifying and disturbing brand of Wicked Shit.

Boondox 7:20pm

You have seen him as a co-host on the Juggalo Show and as the main host on his 
own podcast known as the Kevin Gill Show. You have seen him as a co-host on ICP 
Theater and as a commentator and ring announcer on many JCW shows. In fact, 
you have probably seen him in your momma’s bushes peeping through her windows 
late at night. This multitalented ninja is everywhere, doing just about everything, 
and is an integral part of the Psychopathic Records crew. With his charm, wit, and savior faire, 
he is the perfect host to bring the level of hype to a dangerous level at the Big Top Stage.

Big Top Host -  Kevin Gill

Thursday, July 23rd Big Top Stage

Big Top Stage
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Puddle of Mudd is one of the biggest success stories in music history and a band 
that we are honored to bring to this year’s Gathering! How fucking awesome are 
these guys? They’ve sold millions of albums and it’s no wonder, as they have a slew 
of number-one hits that are some of the most memorable songs ever recorded. And 
that’s just a small taste of the success this Kansas City group has accomplished. So 
get ready for the mayhem these guys are undoubtedly going to bring as they rain 
straight mosh-pit-inducing fire upon the Gathering grounds like a meteor storm of 
epic proportions.

Puddle of Mudd 8:20pm

The dynamite DJ duo of J2K and Autobot, collectively known as Flosstradamus, 
are two of the biggest EDM club kings in America, if not the world. These pioneers 
of trap music routinely play at some of the largest festivals on the globe, including 
Coachella, Lollapalooza, SXSW, Pitchfork, and more. And now they’ll be coming to 
the Juggalo family reunion! These mix masters will make you dance like a lab mouse 
on Molly when they bring their electronic-infused flavor to the Gathering. Expect 
most pits, exposed titties, glowstick twirlings, and hard-hitting trap style hip hop 
mashed up with underground and Juggalo anthems that will move the crowd to 
explosive excitement.

Flosstradamus 9:25pm

An abandoned city playground in the dead of a cold winter’s eve. Five nightmarish 
figures slowly emerge from pools of the darkest shadows as clawed hands extend 
beyond the sleeves of their blood-dyed cloaks. The ominous echo of a distant siren 
is distorted by blocks of dilapidated cityscape as a young couple passes nervously in 
the street. They are unaware that they are being observed by an alien intelligence. 
The street lights flicker as the druids begin to move. They breathe, but no wintery 
wisps escape their mouths from the warmth of breath. Their hearts beat, but it 
is an erratic, labored, and soulless endeavor. Still they hunger, but it is for unholy 
nourishment that can never be satiated. They are known by a name that is only 
spoken when conducting occult magic of the most forbidden lore...they are…DARK 
LOTUS!!!

Dark Lotus 10:35pm

Big Top Stage

Thursday, July 23rd
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This Majik Ninja Horrorcore OG legend has never failed to release some of the 
dopest bangers to ever grace your lobes. Overcoming many hardships throughout 
his days and even raising from the dead to bring the undead Wicked Shit to the 
masses along with those $15 dub saks. Still he remains schoolin’ it to levels seldom 
seen before. You can tell by everything that he does that he has a love for the 
FAMILY because he is FAMILY through and through. So pour out a lil Faygo for 
your Dead Homie and show your love for the Zombie King of underground rap!

Blaze 7:30pm

This seemingly crazed Funk Volume rapper from Decatur, Georgia, has been destroy-
ing the rap game along with his label mate Hopsin, fueled by one of the hottest 
labels of our era. Many praises can be given pertaining to his unique style of music 
and his dope albeit alternatively creative music videos, but let’s just sum it up by 
saying that he is a musical genius on many different levels with an impact that 
resonates deep into the underground. So get ready to be blessed by the bass-driven 
musical madness of this chopper extraordinaire.

Jarren Benton 6:00pm

No one can get a crowd hype like your main homie and Son of Southwest. Of course were talkin’ 
about the JCW legend himself, one of the wise crackin’ hosts of the Juggalo Show podcast and 
one of the founding members who helped build the Psychopathic Records empire from the very 
first brick...the bloody, charismatic, funny, and Juggalo himself...Rude Boy! Having all eyes on 
him as he stands center stage with mic in hand and bathed in the glow of spotlights seems to 
be his natural habitat, for he remains one of the dopest MCs and entertainers there is...or ever 
was. Who better to get shit poppin’?!

Big Top Host - Rude Boy

Big Top Stage

Friday, July 24th Big Top Stage

Break out the bongs and get ready to spark up that spliff because the boys from 
Potluck are at the Gathering and you know they’re bringing the good shit with 
them! These two sultans of stoner rap, UnderRated and 1 Ton, leave a cloud of THC-
infused smoke in their wake wherever they go and that’s just from the ferocity 
of their fierce, in-your-face brand of underground hip-hop. You can be sure when 
Potluck takes the stage that you’ll be getting a contact high that you’ll be feeling 
long after the Gathering ends!

Potluck 6:40pm
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This sinister rock band from the city of Lost Angeles has captivated its audience not 
only by the allure of one of the hottest women in metal (Maria Brink) or the “Blood 
Girls” who join her on stage but also with their dark and heavy signature sound 
that tends to simultaneously make you want to mosh uncontrollably and crawl out 
of your skin. They are commonly known to possess one of the best live shows there 
are, and they have shaken the music industry upside down by being uncompromis-
ing and unforgiving in creating wicked music they want the world to hear. So come 
take a carnivalesque journey with a band that comes from the plane of infinite 
chaos from which you can expect nothing less than full throttle mayhem! We 
fuckin’ love these guys!

In This Moment 9:40pm

Masters of the Horrorcore genre, these serial killin’ demigods have been shaking the 
foundation of the underground music scene ever sense the release of Mostasteless. 
Recently forming their own label Majik Ninja Entertainment has only entrenched 
them further as one of the leading juggernauts of the underground music scene. They 
have been an integral part of the Gathering since the very first one and forever 
remain icons in the Juggalo world. Stepping out of the Darkness to grace the stage 
and make all other reality fade to oblivion, they are the infamous Demented Duo, 
and without further ado, we present to you the chaos of…TWIZTID!!!!!!!

Twiztid 10:50pm

DOPE!!!! This Dutch hip hop crew has been bringing straight napalm since their start 
in 2011 and have been blowing up overseas from France to Russia (in the Nether-
lands they are more popular than neden) with their dark and wicked style of rap 
infused with hip hop beats. It is therefore with great honor and excitement that we 
present to you Jay Reaper, Skits Vicious, and Dopey Rotten aka Dope DOD in one of 
their extremely rare performances in the states. They personify the very essence of 
Juggalos, as is evident in their music and everything they do. Their performance is 
without question one of the highlight moments at this year’s Gathering and guar-
anteed to pulverize your wig! Editor’s Note: Motherfuckin’ Dope DOD...son...STOP...
PLAYIN!!! Don’t miss it!

Dope DOD 8:30pm

Friday, July 24th

Big Top Stage
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Direct from the toughest neighborhood of the rough-hewn streets of Denver, the 
Axe Murder Boyz raise their hatchets high, ready to hack and slash their way 
through any obstacle that gets in their way. Still riding high from their triumph 
of last year’s devastating album The Garcia Brothers, AMB represents the very 
peak of the talent that makes up America’s musical underground.

Axe Murder Boyz 6:00pm

With his wild mane of red hair and bring-the-motherfuckin’-noise attitude, Rittz 
is a rapper who exemplifies how hard work, lyrical mastery, and an amazing 
chopper flow can ultimately pay off. After years of struggle, the Georgian rapper 
paid his dues to become one of Strange Music’s top artists, with his most recent 
album Next to Nothing opening at #14 on the Billboard Top 200. Unquestionably 
one of the biggest rising stars in the hip hop and underground universe, we’re 
excited as fuck to have the incomparable Rittz joining us at this year’s Juggalo 
family reunion!

Rittz 6:40pm

If you caught the ShockFest tour last year, then you certainly remember how much 
Mushroomhead tore it up, from their hypnotic, perfectly timed drumming, to their 
completely unexpected and fucking amazing cover of Pink Floyd’s “Empty Spaces.” 
That’s the beauty of Mushroomhead—you never know what to expect from these 
titans of rock...except pure fucking freshness. All we DO know is that when these 
mysterious masked men return to the Gathering, you are going to be rocked to your 
very core!

Mushroomhead  7:30pm

This apparently unhinged MC is the ultimate party ninja whose wild antics and illicit stunts 

are the topic of many a hushed conversation long after he has left. He is renowned to travel 

with some of the hottest and wildest party vixens around who have a seductive way to ramp up 

any crowd’s excitement. He has been the host of many notable events (including the Gathering), is 

credited with throwing the best underground parties ever, tours with his own shockingly provocative 

show, owns an infamous party castle in Florida, and is now back to get the Big Top Stage poppin’ 

with pure chaos!

Big Top Host - Mike Busey and the Busey Beauties

Big Top Stage

Saturday, July 25th Big Top Stage
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This presidential candidate is one of today’s hottest and most influential rappers…
and even his name provides a hint as to how much heat this dope MC brings. Direct 
from the Dirty South of Atlanta, we’re talking about Mr. Waka Flocka Flame, 
creator of such classic dope bangers like “No Hands” and “Get Low,” among many 
others. A certified master of lyrical prowess and magnetic stage presence, Waka 
Flocka Flame will be joining the Juggalo family reunion for the very first time, and 
you know he’s down to burn the house down (well, hopefully, not literally—that’d be 
a fuckin’ insurance nightmare).

Waka Flocka Flame 8:30pm

Starting from nothing, Machine Gun Kelly has become without question one of the 
most gifted and prolific entertainers on the planet. His story is one of years of hard 
work and perseverance, which has led him to become a beacon of hope for every 
young rapper trying to come up in the game. Now signed to Bad Boy Records while 
still running his own label, he is an international superstar who even hosts his own 
repeatedly sold-out annual music festival known as EST Fest. Now, for the first time 
ever, one of the most Juggalo-requested performers of all time will be taking the 
stage to bring the rolling thunder that he is well known for. He is one of the main 
reasons (if not the reason) why this year’s Gathering is a must attend event! Get 
ready to get laced up for the hyper energy and mosh-inducing extreme performance 
by your motherfuckin’ boy MGK!

Machine Gun Kelly 9:40pm

The Duke of the Wicked and the Southwest Strangla themselves, better known as 
Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope, will be your grandmasters of ceremonies as they re-
turn to Legend Valley to welcome their Juggalo brothers and sisters to the final Big 
Top Stage performance of the 2015 Gathering of the Juggalos! This year’s perfor-
mance brings not only the largest Faygo Armageddon ever seen but also an event 
the likes of which has never been seen...known only as the Clownpocalypse! With 
that in mind, you can always expect nothing less from ICP than the greatest show 
on Earth. So come one, come all, and be baptized in the Faygo rain as we celebrate 
the love and togetherness that unites the Juggalo family.

Insane Clown Posse 10:50pm

Saturday, July 25th

Big Top Stage
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An underground Horrorcore super label of the highest order, the biggest art-
ists of Lyrical Snuff Productions will assemble together on the Carousel stage 
to deliver a lethal dose of raw, underground, deadly flavor that will leave you 
a broken mass of quivering flesh. Showcasing the combined talents of Scum, 
Liquid Assassin, Smallz One, Dark Half, and Insane Poetry, this syndicate of 
the underground will be presenting their show “50 Shades of Snuff,” a deadly 
medley of epic proportions. Wigs are guaranteed to be blown back when this 
take-no-prisoners rap quintet takes control.

50 Shades of Snuff

3:
00

 P
M

This horror metal band is born from the darkest realms of the Nethervoid. 
Their vile instruments, crafted by demonic hands out of black jade, are tools 
of evil designed to inspire corruption of mind and spirit. They consist of for-
mer members of such legendary acts as Machine Head, Soulfly, and Ill Nino, 
but their mortal visage has since decayed, brought on by the dark influence 
of their current hosts. Be prepared to be blown away by the intensity of their 
music as they rain devastating sinister rock anthems on the crowd that will 
cause you to lose yourself in carnal joy as they devourer your sanity like a 
locust swarm consumes a field of corn.

Terror Universal

Carousel Stage - Wednesday Day
5:

15
 P

M

This fierce band (recently on tour with Twiztid) has been causing bass driven 
shockwaves to reverberate deep beneath the underground music scene. 
They play as if dark ancient gods have infused their souls with hell fire as they 
tempt your very salvation with sinister high-octane death metal that will drive 
you to euphoric levels of madness. So come join this Floridian-based rock 
band as they continue to amaze the Juggalo world with seemingly otherworld-
ly talents that will result in a musical explosion of epic proportions.

Neurotic November

Wednesday Day
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Mike P is the master producer of classic Psychopathic albums including 
Violent J’s The Wizard of the Hood and even ICP’s 6th Jokers Card The Wraith: 
Shangri-La. Mike P also writes the music for this incredible band. He can play 
any instrument, but when he plays the guitar, he can make Jimmy Hendrix and 
Jimmy Page hug each other and cry. Syn is the incredible lead singer. He’s 
been compared to Eddie Vedder and Scott Wieland. But he smokes them both 
on stage. And adding a crazy bass-bumping, crowd jumping element to this 
live show is the one and only DJ Clay! How much hyper can it get? It can’t! 
This is total rock devastation for Juggalos to enjoy.

Zug Izland Featuring DJ Clay
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Call it Horrorcore, call it the Wicked Shit, call it whatever you like. But true 
ninjas who love this style of dark and sinister music know that the artists that 
are believable in their music truly are the masters of their craft. “Are they re-
ally like that?” is the question people immediately ask after hearing the morbid 
music of Ho99o9. The answer…we truly don’t know! Nobody does. Fans are 
drawn to the unpredictable antics and creepy chaos of their live show as they 
can’t help but feel sucked into their psychotic sounds and violent visuals. This 
is not just a show, my friends, no…This is an experience of unprecedented 
Ho99o9!

Ho99o9
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30
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Recently joining with ICP to form the new super group known as The Killjoy 
Club and putting out their first release, The Reindeer Games, flipping many 
a wig throughout the Juggalo community, Da Mafia 6ix are one of the hard-
est, rawest, and most terrifying rap groups there ever was. They have been 
embraced by Juggalos because they represent what it is to be a true king of 
the underground music scene. They continually amaze us all with some of the 
dopest bangers ever heard as they continue to go 1000% when it comes to 
bringing it! Now they are going to set it off as they always do in what is widely 
regarded as one of the best live performances you will ever see.

Da Mafia 6ix

Carousel Stage - Wednesday Night
2:

30
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Stitches may be one of the most mysterious figures in music today. Are the 
rumors really true about him being a cocaine drug lord out of Miami? We 
don’t know for sure but what we DO know is that the video to his YouTube 
hit “Brick In Yo Face” has reached over 6 million views (13 million on World-
StarHipHop.com) and that he’s causing quite a rumbling in the hip hop under-
world (or maybe that’s just the cocaine tremors kicking in). With his mouth 
fulla capped teeth, in-your-face delivery, and a mean mug that could scare off 
Satan himself, you don’t wanna fuck with Stitches. But you will DEFINITELY 
want to check out his performance at this year’s Gathering, which is certain to 
be epic as fuck!

Stitches

Wednesday Night
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Not many people on this massive planet of billions and billions can walk this 
earth and actually, truthfully claim to be the absolute best in the world at what 
they do. Well Twista can. He’s in the Guinness Book of World Records as the 
fastest rapper/talker alive. That is an amazing feat, especially in today’s day and 
age of high-speed choppers everywhere you turn, trying to out speed rap each 
other. Twista (short for Tongue Twista) has been around since the early nineties 
killing all competition with the flick of his tongue. Witness the world’s best, the 
fastest rapper on the planet, Chicago’s own Twista, as he shows all the chop-
pers on earth how it’s done.

2:
30

 A
M Twista

True gangstas for real, OGs of the game and streets. How these thugs managed 
to escape the FBI’s gang list is beyond us. These masked Gs straight from da 
streets of Detroit Murderous (Bullet, Full Clip, Cell Block, Sawed Off, Lil Shank, 
Foe Foe, and Yung Dirt) took a short break from the drive bys and gettin’ dat 
cheddar to do the damn thang on the stage for the Family. Best believe when 
they start talkin’ bout “biscuits” they ain’t talkin’ bout a side dish, and you’d 
best duk da fuk down if they start dumpin’. They have one of the most intense, 
high-powered live performances ever seen, but you may want to strap on your 
bulletproof vest ’cause you never know when a stray bullet might leave the 
stage. Get ready to ride or die with your homies...the Psychopathic Rydas!

3:
30

 A
M Psychopathic Rydas

1:
30

 A
M

There is just no stopping this hardcore metal band as they continue to earn the 
respect of some of the most die-hard metal heads around the word. Their mu-
sic tends to mirror their turbulent lives growing up in the violent town of Flint, 
MI, where frontman David Gunn was once stabbed and shot during a robbery. 
This is evident in some of their biggest hits, including “Killem All,” “War Out-
side,” and “Murder Murder Murder.” Their live shows are reported to be dan-
gerous at times with out-of-control moshing causing destruction and ultimately 
leading to a stop to their music until order could be restored…all the while their 
fans would continue to sing their lyrics even after the music was cut. So come 
at your own risk, for these ninjas are as real as it gets and there is something 
about their music that brings out the most chaotically dark side of all who listen.

King 810
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From the South Bronx, New York, he was raised the hard way. He’s had to pay 
dues his entire life. He knows hardship and pain; he knows loss and disorder. 
And that is what makes his music so genuine and authentic. He’s not a studio 
project. He is absolutely the real fuckin’ deal. His music takes you right there 
with him. You can feel his struggles in every song. It’s like you’re actually walk-
ing with him through all his trials and tribulations. A lifelong Psychopathic Re-
cords ally, Myzery has seen the world. He’s a journeyman full of stories to tell. 
He can rock any crowd any time, but when he’s at home playing for a crowd of 
Juggalos? Fuckin’ forget about it!

Myzery

Thursday Night

Carousel Stage - Thursday Night
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This Latin hardcore metal band which formed in New Jersey is composed of 
some of the greatest talents in rock including lead vocalist Christian Machado, 
drummer Dave Chavarri, bassist Lazaro “Laz” Pina, lead guitarist Ahrue Luster, 
guitarist Diego Verduzco, and percussionist Oscar Santiago. Together they 
form the band Ill Nino who continually perform at huge festivals and tours 
around the world including Ozzfest, the Jagermeister Music Tour, the May-
hem Rock Festival, and Spain’s Festimad Festival to name a few. Now for the 
first time they are here to bless the stage with their super aggressive rock 
bombardment that is sure to cause a Juggalo eruption of the best kind. This 
is a show you are not going to want to miss as you will see why (if you don’t 
already know) they are considered one of the greatest metal bands ever!

Ill Nino
1:

30
 A

M

For someone so young, Nova Rockafeller has lived through enough trials and 
adventures for three lifetimes. Canadian born and a resident of Jamaica for 
many years, Nova has channeled her many life challenges into her infectious 
and scrappy brand of hip hop that could only come from someone who’s 
been to hell and back. Now living in Los Angeles and a bona fide under-
ground music sensation, Nova’s streetwise, take-no-shit attitude and flow will 
definitely blow your wig all the way back. And while she may be cute-as-a-
button...you don’t wanna fuck with Nova Rockafeller. This is a woman who 
spent years on the tough streets and literally living in shopping malls while 
being homeless. She’s seen it all and done it all...except play at the Gathering 
of the Juggalos. Get ready to experience the deadly beauty and talent of Nova-
fucking-Rockafeller.

Nova Rockafeller

3:
30

 A
M

If there can be only one…he would be it. This Suburban Noize Records rap 
demigod has proven his worth as a phenom in the underground music scene 
with a legacy that continues to grow only brighter throughout the years he 
has been holding it down. A tried and true Juggalo favorite and all-time amaz-
ing talent both on stage and in the studio, when he performs, all else at the 
Gathering will simply fade until there is only the brilliant all-encompassing 
light emitting from the center of his being, and the only sound you will hear 
besides the bass driven music and dope lyrical poetry form Madchild himself 
will be the screaming of excitement from yourself and all those around you!

Madchild

2:
30

 A
M

Like the cock of a hammer being pulled back on a 357 magnum, the anticipa-
tion of a Wolfpac performance can be both exhilarating and terrifying at the 
same time. They are explosive and loud and possess a kick that can leave 
an exit wound in a crowd three times as big as the entrance. The super sexy 
and armed Wolfpac girls will also be flashing the crowd like the muzzle of an 
M16A2 on a dark night…lightening you up and causing your heart to pound 
as you look on in almost hypnotic wonderment. These guys bring an arsenal 
each and every time, so prepared to be blown away by firepower that is on 
par with a large navy seal team of commandos.

Wolfpac

Friday Night

Carousel Stage - Friday Night
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Pendulum Stage - Wednesday Night
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Southern Tracy 
Smothers

Madman Pondo

Natalie the Ring Girl Necro Butcher

2 Tuff Tony

Kongo Kong
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Demon” Mercer
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Rude Boy
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Matt Striker
Mary Elizabeth 

Monroe Matt TremontMatt Hardy

Ring Rydas

Spider Monkey
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JCW Stage

JCW Stage

Weedman
Super Strong 

Tiger

Ruby Raze

Lufista

JCW presents the wresting 

stars of the Gathering of the 

Juggalos 2015!

Officer Colt Cabana
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There is no real way to describe what you will witness at JCW’s Oddball Brawl because 
these shows contain some of the most bizarre wrestlers on the planet competing in 
matches that were created by the farthest stretches of the human imagination. We’re 
talking about Cactus to the Nuts Triple Tag Scaffold Matches, Bloody Battle Anal 
Explosion Matches, and everything in-between. Have you ever seen a group of small 
people take on a goliath weighing over 600 lbs? Well here is the place to satisfy all 
your twisted and dark horror fantasies all in one sitting. Prepare for wigs to be peeled 
and “holy shit” chants to ring through the air. This is not to be missed because it’s the 
spectacle of all spectacles!

JCW Presents Oddball Brawl
Friday Night: 12:30am–2:30am

These tightly-clothed vixens are as cruel as they are beautiful. They are tried and true 
worthy combatants of the ring who will win your heart as they tear, claw, punch, and 
kick their way to victory. They can be soft and feminine at times as they seduce the 
crowd with oozing sexual charisma, but don’t be fooled by their desirable demeanor or 
shapely bodies, for they will stop at nothing to destroy their opposition in their attempt 
to climb up the mountain of shattered foes to win the coveted women’s JCW belt! Just 
make sure that when your fist excitedly pumps up and down as you watch these lovely 
beauties in the ring that it is above your head and not below your belt.

Exotic Ladies of Wrestling 
Thursday Night; 12:30am - 2:30am

This is where the mettle of a warrior is tested within the ropes to determine who 
amongst many shall rise to the top through the sacrifice of blood, sweat, and tears. 
This is a tough school hosted by some of the top JCW stars as they train anyone wish-
ing to gain knowledge in the gladiatorial arts or simply wish to polish the skills they 
already possess. Here you can learn everything from simple holds to some of the most 
amazing high flying moves ever attempted. Prove yourself worthy in the ring, and you 
will then qualify to perform in front of a live audience in a giant filmed battle royal dur-
ing Bloodymania 9! The more sessions you attend, the better your chances.

JCW Tryouts  
Hosted by Ring Rydas & 2 Tuff Tony  / Thursday  thru Saturday : 1pm - 3pm

JCW Stage

JCW Stage
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This is the ultimate and climatic showdown of JCW champions! Soon they will enter 
the squared circle for the final time to determine who among them will emerge from 
the shower of spraying blood, the screams of the tortured souls, and the onslaught of 
broken light tubes, swinging barbed wire bats, and thumbtack littered canvases to be 
victorious on the grandest stage of all…Bloodymania! This is a contest of skill, brutality, 
and extreme punishment that will leave the crowd in utter awe. Come see the best of 
the best as they tear each other apart to find out who in the end will be able to strap the 
gold upon their waist while standing in a ring littered with the bloody corpses of their 
fallen opponents.

Bloodymania 9  
Hosted by: Kevin Gill and Shaggy 2dope / Saturday Night: 12:30am–3am

JCW Stage

JCW Stage

You read about him in Violent J’s bestselling book “Behind the Paint,” where the Duke 
of the Wicked described this man as one of his biggest rap influences of all time. Every 
Detroit rapper, from Eminem to Kid Rock, has name-dropped this underground icon 
and cited him as an important part of the Motor’s City rich musical history. His name is 
Danny KAE…and he is acknowledged as the first Caucasian rapper to make a name for 
himself way back in the day in Detroit Murderous. His unorthodox and wholly original 
brand of rapping has never been equaled, and his status as an icon is undisputed. Yet 
he remains as mysterious and reclusive as he is legendary…but we have tracked him 
down to his current base of operations deep in the tundra of Alaska and are proud to 
make the following announcement: Danny KAE will be performing at the 2015 Gath-
ering of the Juggalos! Danny KAE has not performed on the US mainland in decades, 
making this truly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! This is musical history in the mak-
ing…and we are proud as fuck to be a part of it. The man. The myth. The legend 
himself….Danny KAE!

Danny KAE - The Legend Himself
Wednesday Night: 2:30am

This is almost too good to be true. This is the climatic and final performance at the 
Gathering, and it won’t disappoint. Not only will there be every Psychopathic Artist all 
sharing the stage at the same time but a couple of surprise celebrity artists as well. So 
join your family together under the stars and let the booming bass echo through the 
woods as you raise your voices high in this final celebration of life and all things Juggalo 
on a scale only achievable at the Gathering of the Juggalos! One love, ninjas!

Deadly Medley
Saturday Night: 3am
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This well-known comedian, actor, and karate master has appeared on BET, VH1, 
Comedy Central, 30 Rock, Louie, Fuse’s ICP Theater, and many feature films such as 
Soul Plane, Original Gangstas, Zoolander, and Johnson Family Vacation to name a few. 
He was also the spokesperson for 7-Up during the popular “7-Up 
Yours” advertising campaign. He is currently a regular performer 
at the Comedy Cellar in New York City where he resides as he also 
continues to tour and do film and television work. So check out one 
of the funniest men alive and hottest comedians on the circuit as he 
causes you to laugh until you just about pee yourself!

Godfrey
Wednesday Night: Midnight

With a colorful past including being a chauffeur/bouncer for strippers, an entertainer at 
children’s parties, and an opener for Korn, this Philadelphia-born comedian has plenty 
of material from his past to draw from. He has appeared on television numerous times 
including Comedy Central’s Premium Blend, Comedy Central Pre-
sents, Tough Crowd with Colin Quinn, This Is Not Happening with 
Ari Shaffir, BET’s Comic View, HBO’s P Diddy’s Bad Boys of Com-
edy, Movies on Tap, Z Rock, Louie, WTF with Marc Maron, and of 
course ICP Theater! He also hosts a popular podcast called Legion 
of Skanks. He always speaks his mind and remains unapologetic for 
his outlandish and controversial views about life, so get ready for his 
brand of hilarious comedy that will make you laugh until you cry!

Big Jay Oakerson
Friday Night: Midnight

Comedians - Seminar Tent

Seminar Tent

This celebrity in every sense of the word and gifted comedian is a self-proclaimed 
world champion in just about everything, especially karate (having achieved an extra-
black belt). He has appeared on numerous TV shows, often holding prominent roles, 
including 30 Rock (playing the writer Frank Rossitano), Spin City, Curb Your Enthu-
siasm, Flight of the Conchords, Best Week Ever, TV Land Awards, The Burn with Jeff 
Ross, and Sesame Street to name a few. He has also appeared on many late-night talk 
shows such as Late Night with Conan O’Brien, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, The 
Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, and Last 
Call with Carson Daily. His movie appearances include Wet Hot 
American Summer, American Splendor, Meet the Parents, Zool-
ander, Along Came Polly, Full Grown Men, The Wrestler, Duane 
Hopwood, Chapter 27, Southern Belles, Live Free or Die, and 
Feast. On top of all that mentioned above, he is first and foremost 
a world champion comedian of which there is no contestation. 
Prepare to laugh your ass off, as he bestows upon you his unique 
views on life, people, and himself. This is truly a not-to-be missed 
event!

The World Champion Judah Friedlander
Saturday Night: Midnight

Opener  

Nick Glazer

Opener Cameron Buchholtz

Opener Kegan

The Creep Ass
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Juggalo Parties - The Fun House

The Fun House

3…2…1…BOOM! Get ready for an explosion of sight and 
sound as Funk Volume’s DJ Hoppa ignites the stage with a 
napalm strike of devastating beats. There will be nowhere to 
run as bombs of high explosive sound will cause shockwaves 
to reverberate throughout the Gathering grounds and beyond. 
It will be a party of nuclear proportions as the girls of Wolfpac 
also join the mix to help keep it poppin’ all night long. So make 
sure to stop by and get your wig peeled back by what is for sure 
to register on the Richter scale as one of the dopest and livest 
DJ sets ever. This is one to one day tell your great grandchildren 
about so they can sit back and roll their eyes at you in disbelief, 
for the tales you will tell of this party will truly be unbelievable! 
BOOM, SON!

DJ Hoppa’s Funk Volume Full Throttle Party 
Co-Host: The Girls of Wolfpac / Friday Night: Midnight - 4am

When the bass drops at this sinfully indulgent party so will any 
sense of decency, dignity, or morals. Get ready for DJ Clay 
to bring the noise once again to this now infamous party well 
known for its booty-shaking debauchery provided by none other 
than Mike Busey and the Busey Beauties! As the music ignites 
you to jump, these half-naked, sexually empowered vixens will 
ignite your inner passions to pump. If you wanted to find the 
place to forget about the outside world or even your own name, 
then this is it. Soon all inhibitions will melt away by a cesspool of 
G-string covered apple bottoms, throbbing beats, flashing lights, 
and chemically induced fun. So don’t miss this party that is sure 
to be one of the most talked about events this year!

DJ Clay’s Horny Nutts and Big Butts Party 
Co Host: Mike Busey and the Busey Beauties  / Thursday Night: Midnight - 4am

Kuma’s Blacklight Ninja Smoke Party 
Co-Host: Kevin Gill and Triplesix with her bevy of sinful hotties  
Wednesday Night: Midnight - 4am

Lose yourself in a bevy of scantily clad women whose painted bod-
ies magically glow beneath the black lights. Move to the hypnotic 
beat as DJ Kuma lays out some of the best Juggalo music infused 
with hardcore electronic cuts that will inspire you to gyrate. Hear 
Kevin Gill as the master of ceremonies as he hypes the crowd to 
a level of euphoric insanity. See Triplesix and her six hot friends 
as their beauty and charm lets your altered state of conscious-
ness transcend to a whole new plane of bliss. This is the epic 
party you heard so much about 2 years ago, and it has returned 
once again! Plenty of glow sticks, Faygo, and florescent body 
painters will be on hand. We encourage all to wear white, yellow, 
orange, light green, hot pink, bright, or neon colors.

Opener Cameron Buchholtz

Opener Kegan

The Creep Ass
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FreakShow Deluxe  Carousel Stage / Saturday: 3pm–4pm
We would like to present to you your worst nightmares come to life. Soon you will witness some 
of the strangest living oddities known to man, who will attempt some of the most hideous, repul-
sive, and disgusting acts you could never imagine. Come witness abominations of nature such as 
skin suspension, body immolation, sword swallowing, extreme pierced weightlifting, and so much 
more. This is not for the faint of heart, for this is one of the most interesting albeit horrifying 
shows your eyes will ever witness—a sight you will remember no doubt for as long as you live!

Bizarro World  Bizarro World / Wednesday thru Friday: Midnight–4am

Imagine a world of spiritual, creative, and artistic freedom. A place where ninjas can openly ex-
press themselves as all the worries of the mortal world slip away to leave only a euphoric feeling of 
contented joy. Thus is the magic of Bizarro World, whose rhapsody society composed of drum-
mers, magicians, poets, fire performers, and more will emerge from the darkness every night to 
celebrate life. All are welcome to behold this amazing union or join in with whatever talent they 
wish to share, for this is the place where the soul is free to dance.

Psychopathic Radio Live!  The Fun House - www.psychopathicradio.com
Wednesday: Noon–3pm / Thursday thru Saturday: Noon–1:30pm & 4:30pm–6pm
Psychopathic Radio is proud to present Wolfpac’s podcast broadcasting live right at the Gather-
ing! This legendary show has become a must-see each year, mainly because of the numerous, 
sexy, and oh so scantily clad Wolfpac girls who will flirt, laugh, and dance their way right into your 
heart (not to mention spank bank). There will also be plenty of artist interviews, debauchery, inap-
propriate touching, ludicrous contests, hilarity, vomiting, and gut wrenching moments. It’s all here 
and then some, so come join the madness, where if nothing else you will be entertained!

Peep This Shit Stage  The Fun House
Wednesday: 3pm–6pm
This stage is open to anybody and everybody who wants to perform in front of our Juggalo family. 
There are two live mics, a dope sound system, and a sound tech to make sure everything is up 
and running (music can be provided or you can bring your own). You can do whatever you want: 
rap, dance, recite poetry, do a comedy routine, or whatever can be imagined. There are no restric-
tions and it’s all to the good. Just show up, wait for your time, and then kill it!

Juggalo Wedding  Carousel Stage / Friday: 5pm–6pm

Since this is a Juggalo wedding, you can expect the unexpected. Anything can and probably will 
happen. Come join Josh “Chicken Man” Perkins and Kira Maury as they are forever united in this 
Faygo-soaked union of marital bliss. The Reverend Woof, back by popular demand, will be giving 
his unorthodox sermon, while being accompanied by a slew of unusual characters. So sit back and 
enjoy how you wish all weddings could be because there will be plenty of antics, vulgarity, singing, 
surprises, and chaos for all to enjoy…let the wedding bells ring, for love and Faygo are in the air!

Side Shows

Side Shows

Big Silva Show   Carousal Stage / Thursday: 1pm–2pm
Destruction, mayhem, and cigarettes are all that he knows. He is the epitome of the unstoppable 
force, giving a whole new meaning to the phrase “large and in charge.” Made up of hundreds of 
pounds of pure duct tape, his gargantuan form only wishes to pulverize objects into millions of 
pieces. Watch as he is raised on high by a giant fork lift and repeatedly dropped on various furni-
ture, electronic equipment, and vehicles, all in the name of explosive fun. Also on hand will be the 
Scrub Care Unit along with your Psychopathic homies who will be serving up drinks and cooking 
up free hotdogs and hamburgers for all that attend. So let’s get this Big Silva party started!
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Competitions

Competitions

Juggalo Family Feud  
Seminar Tent / Wednesday thru Friday night: 1:30am–4am

Get your crew of 5 players together and come on down for your chance to win big prizes! 
Much like the game show of its namesake, each Juggalo crew will face off against another 
crew by trying to answer survey questions that were previously posted to 100 Juggalos. 
Contestants then try to guess how most of the Juggalos surveyed would have answered. 
The first crew to earn 300 points wins the game and moves on to the Fast Money round! 
Multiple games will be run each night. If you don’t want to play, then you can always watch 
and be entertained as the ridiculousness unfolds. Prizes: Members of the winning crew will 
receive a collectable Dark Carnival logo watch. If the winning crew also wins the Fast Money 
round, then they will also receive $200 in gift certificates. Crews of 5 wishing to compete 
can show up at any time. The game show is running on a first come, first serve basis.

Ninja Olympics 
JCW Stage / Wednesday Night: 12:30am–2am

This martial arts competition, which embodies the 
spirit of the elusive ninja warrior, is one that should 
not be entered foolhardily. Here combatants will pit 
equal parts of prowess, strength, guile, and quick-
ness in a battle to the simulated death until all other 
ninjas lay destroyed and only one remains. There 
will be five rounds in all to find out who will be vic-
torious. In each round, ninjas will have to battle one 
opponent to see if they can advance into the next round. #1: Spears (using foam-tipped 
spears). #2: Short Swords (using foam swords). #3: Sumo Wrestling. #4: Martial Arts 
(light contact to the torso only, with protective gear). #5: Three vs. One Battle (ninjas try 
to last the longest against three other ninjas using pugil sticks). Ninja referees will oversee 
the bouts, with all rounds (except the last) being best out of five. In the end, there can be 
only one. Can you be the last ninja standing? Prize: Last ninja standing—GOTJ Gold Plaque, 
Ninja Olympic Medal, blinged out ninja suit, and a ninja escort to take you and a friend to all 
backstage areas from 6pm till midnight the following day. Those wishing to compete should 
show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins (32 competitors max—first come 
first serve, with those wearing ninja suits moving to the front of the line).

Juggalo Psypher Auditions Funhouse Tent  / Thursday & Friday: 
1:30pm–4:30pm / Video Shoot on Saturday 1:30pm – 4:30pm

Here is your chance to be in a Psychopathic Records filmed and produced Juggalo Psypher 
music video! This may be a once in a lifetime event! Those wishing to compete should 
show up on Thursday or Friday (1:30pm to 4:30pm), fill out an info card, and wait their 
turn to rap for 16-20 bars before a panel of judges (a beat will be provided). The judges 
will then rate each performer on flow, lyrical ingenuity, and stage presence. The names of 
the top four rappers chosen by the judges will then be posted at the Info Booth on Friday 
Night at 6 p.m. Those chosen will then return on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. to perform in a 
Juggalo Psypher music video (we will provide the film crew). This video will then be edited 
and posted on Psychopathic Records YouTube Channel, as well as all of our websites and 
social media pages. As if that weren’t enough, it will also be premiered on the Juggalo Show 
podcast. So here it is on a platter: your chance to showcase your talents to the world!

GOTJ Gold Plaque
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Competitions

Dark Carnival Games Event 
Autograph Tent / Thursday Night: 12:30am–3:30am

This event, brought to you by the fiendish ninjas at Dark Carnival Games, is composed of 
three different gaming events all happening under one roof at the same time. If you’re a 
gamer, then this is where you want to be!
1. Morton’s List: Ninja Shadow Clan Tournament—Hosted by Nathan Prime (one of the 
creators) and the Ninjas of Smoke Crew, this is the tournament that pits different Inner Circles 
against one another to see who has the greatest Quest experience of all. Prizes: Members of 
the winning Inner Circle will each be given a Dark Carnival metal charm and a signed copy of 
Morton’s List. Those wishing to play should show up at least 15 minutes before the tourna-
ment begins, and players do not need to know how to play to compete. 

2. Quest for Shangri-La Board Game Tournament—Hosted by Jumpsteady (one of the 
creators), this is the tournament to prove once and for all who the undisputed world cham-
pion is. Players will first play a game, and then all the winners will battle it out in a final game 
to determine the ultimate victor. Prize: First Place—Dark Carnival metal charm and a near mint 
copy of The Quest for Shangri-La. Those wishing to play should show up at least 15 minutes 
before the tournament begins (24 players max), and players do not need to know how to play 
to compete. 

3. Texas Hold ‘Em Bounty Tournament—Players battle it out in this game to determine who 
will possess all the chips in the end. If you should happen to knock out the mystery celebrity 
player, then you will be awarded the special bounty prize. Prizes: First Place—Dark Carnival 
metal charm and $100 gift certificate; Second Place—$100 gift certificate; Third Place—$50 
gift certificate; Bounty Prize—Silver Hatchetman Charm. Those wishing to compete should 
show up at least 15 minutes before the tournament begins (48 players max) and must know 
how to play the game and deal.

Compettions

Faygo Launching Contest Carousel Stage / Thursday: 5 - 6pm 
The creators of Faygo could never have imagined, in their darkest carbonated soaked wet 
dreams, their product being used in such a perverse nature. This contest is simple: Competi-
tors are each afforded two 2-liters of Faygo so they can attempt to propel them the farthest 
from the stage using any method they desire. This high flying exercise in frivolous fun is 
bound to be explosive to say the least, so don’t miss your chance to be crowned this year’s 
fabulous Faygo King. Prize: Furthest distance—$200 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete 
should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins (100 competitors max).

Juggalo Gong Show Carousal Stage / Thursday: 3pm – 4pm
Are you an artistic ninja bubbling with raw unadulterated talent just waiting for your chance to 
share it with the Juggalo World? Do you like big prizes, blowup dolls, and obese lap-dancing 
man babies? Well, look no further because this contest, hosted by the manic and ambigu-
ously gay Chuck Bareass, is for you! All may participate (either alone or with any number of 
friends) by performing for up to 2 minutes to showcase whatever talent they wish (except 
rapping), whether it be impressive, gross, or just plain silly (i.e., standup, playing the flute, 
line dancing, puppetry, burp talking, etc.). Three judges will either “gong” the contestant 
to eliminate them midperformance or rate them on a scale of one out of ten. The top three 
scores win! Prizes: First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque, tube of Preparation H, and a Pringles can 
full of $73 in dollar bills; Second Place—$80 in gift certificates, a lap dance from a Gong 
Show dancer of your choice, and a blowup doll; and Third Place—Serenade by a mystery 
singer who will present you with a mystery gift. Those wishing to compete should show up 
at least 15 minutes before the contest begins. Music will be provided if needed (feel free to 
bring your own).
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Costume Contest Carousel Stage / Friday: 1pm–2pm
Here is where the lines of expectable attire are blurred into comical and often unusual 
fashion. This contest is as if Halloween, Mardi Gras, and LSD were all put into the Power 
Grind Pro Juicer to create all the photonutrient diarrhea-inducing entertainment juice you 
can stomach. If you think you have the artistic bravado, then enter with whatever costume 
you can piece together or simply stop by to witness this bizarre spectacle and sink your 
teeth into all the chapless, string-bikini exposed, cross-dressing ass you can take. Prizes: 
First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque and $100 gift certificate; Second Place—$100 gift certificate; 
and Third Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 
minutes before the contest begins. A private dressing area will be provided.

Competitions

Compettions

Wet T-Shirt Contest Carousel Stage / Friday: 3pm–4pm

Faygo exploding off of jiggling curves in a slow motion expanse of colorful glistening drops 
in the afternoon sun. Soaked, scantily clad Juggalettes frolicking gleefully as their laughter is 
lost in the drowning roar of the excited crowd. Things bounce, while others harden against 
cloth stretching to contain them. This is as if your fantasies came to life. Music, Juggal-
ettes, and Faygo: what more could you ask for? Prizes: First Place—$300 in cash; Second 
Place—$100 gift certificate; and Third Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete 
should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins with a white T-shirt if possi-
ble. A private dressing room will be provided.

Flow Master Rap Battle 
JCW Stage  / Friday: 4pm–6pm / Saturday Finals: 4pm–6pm

This is where those who have mastered the riddle of steel will battle to prove their worth. 
It’s a gladiatorial freestyle arena, where true MCs will be born in a trial of soul, blood, and 
tears as they fell their opponents with rhythmic words sharper than any blade. The dreams 
of a few will become like broken things to be trampled under the ridicule of a merciless foe, 
while others will continually rise in the ranks to bask in the glory of the roar of a bloodthirsty 
crowd. Each rapper will first freestyle to the audience for 60 seconds (the beat will be pro-
vided). The judges will then determine which 8 will move on to the final round on Saturday. 
The final round will then consist of an elimination-style battle where two rappers at a time will 
compete directly against each other with the winner of each round being determined by the 
judges (who will take crowd reaction into heavy consideration). This will continue until there 
is only one. Final Round Prizes: First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque and $500 in cash; Second 
Place—$200 gift certificate; and Third Place—$100 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete 
should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.

Lingerie Contest Seminar Tent / Friday Night: Midnight to 1 am
Juggalettes, it’s time to dig out those Frederick’s of Hollywood stockings, snap on those garters, 
and hike up your sexiest pair of panties. Or just wear whatever makes YOU feel sexy and beauti-
ful, even if it’s a pair of Kmart cotton drawers that come four to a pack. Either way, it’s time to 
strut your bountiful stuff at the Gathering Lingerie Contest. Leather? Lace? Vinyl? Whatever 
tickles your fancy (and other locations). Just put on your best lingerie and prepare to set that 
stage on fire with your hotness! Prizes: First Place—$300 in cash; Second Place—$100 gift 
certificate; and Third Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete should show up at 
least 15 minutes before the contest begins with lingerie or equivalent. A private dressing room 
will be provided.
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The Neden Game Carousel Stage / Saturday: 1pm–2pm
Do you wanna chance to win a date with a sexy Juggalette or Juggalo that will take place in the 
backstage (and potentially backdoor) area? Then you don’t wanna miss out on what is basical-
ly an R-rated version of the classic “Dating Game” show on crack. During the two rounds of 
this game show, five contestants will be pulled from the crowd who will then answer revealing 
questions from a would-be suitor who will remain hidden from view until he or she chooses a 
winner. For the first round, contestants will try to win a date with a debonair Juggalo, with the 
second round being a beautiful Juggalette. The winner of each round will then go on a date 
from 8 p.m. to midnight, with their dates also acting as their personal backstage escort! 

Miss Juggalette Pageant Carousel Stage / Saturday: 5pm–6pm
This pageant is all about paying homage to the beauty, wit, and strength that is inherent in all 
our Juggalettes. It’s the pinnacle of all Gathering contests, as it affords the chance for a few to 
display all the attributes that make our women so captivating. All who take the stage are stars, 
but one among them will shine brighter than the rest and be crowned this year’s prestigious 
Juggalette Queen! This pageant is composed of three rounds: #1: Personality—where the con-
testants answer a question. #2: Talent—where contestants show off a skill (dancing, singing, 
ninjitsu, etc.). And #3: Swimsuit competition! Judges will then tally the scores from all three 
rounds (taking crowd reaction into heavy consideration) to determine who will become this 
year’s Queen! Prizes: First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque, $200 in cash, and a backstage pass; 
Second Place—$200 gift certificate; and Third Place—$100 gift certificate. Those wishing to 
compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins and bring their own 
swimsuit (or comparable attire) with them. A private dressing area will be provided as well as 
any music needed for the talent round.

Art Contest Seminar Tent \ Saturday: Noon–1pm
Do you like sculpting DJ Clay out of clay, painting your own ass with smiley faces, or taking 
photos of man nipples? Juggalos, without question, are some of the most artistic ninjas on 
the planet and it’s time for them to rise up in this muddafacko! Every artist may enter 1 to 3 
visual works of art (sculpting, painting, computer graphics, photography, etc.) for this con-
test. A panel of judges will then rate each exhibit on technical skill, originality, and inspiration 
to determine who the top three winners are, which will be announced at 1 p.m. Even if you 
don’t enter, make sure to stop by to check out all the mad fresh artwork on display! Prizes: 
First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque and $100 gift certificate; Second Place—$100 gift certificate; 
and Third Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete should drop off their artwork 
between 11 a.m. and noon and then pick them back up between 1–1:30pm. Display shelves 
and tables will be provided, but feel free to bring your own easels.

Competitions

Competitions

2 Tuff Tony’s Fishing Tournament 
Seminar Tent / Saturday: 8am–11am

Do you have a really big hard pole and aren’t afraid to get it wet in deep nether regions? Do 
you like to shake it, fling it, and polish it while you tease fish heads with tasty treats exploding 
from its tip? Then this competition may be just what you desire. Join 2 Tuff Tony, who truly 
sleeps with the fishes in more ways than one, as he once again hosts this fishing tournament 
that pits man against elusive predator to see who can catch the biggest STDs of all (hey…
that’s “soaked tenacious denizens”)! Prizes will be determined by the combined weight of 
each competitor’s three biggest fish caught: First Place—GOTJ Gold Plaque and $100 gift cer-
tificate; Second Place—$100 gift certificate; and Third Place—$50 gift certificate. Those wish-
ing to compete should bring all their own fishing gear, bait, and a bucket (limit of two fishing 
poles per competitor). Only those fish caught during the contest (and witnessed by a judge) 
will be counted. Those wishing to compete should show up at the Seminar Tent between 7:30 
a.m. and 8 a.m. (don’t be late).
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Juggalo Auction Seminar Tent / Friday: Noon–1pm
This auction, run by the Gathering staff, allows anyone to submit their rare items to be auc-
tioned off to the crowd in attendance. All those that want to do so should bring their items 
to the Seminar Tent on Friday between 10 and noon, where they will be tagged and put on 
display (you decide the starting bid). Please note that the Gathering is not taking a cut of any 
sales made and is only hosting this auction as a means for Juggalos to auction off and buy 
rare items presented by other Juggalos. Also keep in mind that this auction accepts cash only. 
So whether you’re auctioning items or not, make sure to stop by to peep out all the rarities 
up for bid.

Free Play Video Games   
Video Games Area / Wednesday thru Saturday: Noon–4am 

These full-sized free play arcade games are brought to you courtesy of your PimpLights and 
Psychopathic homies. Come indulge in all the epileptic-seizure-inducing fun as you experi-
ence everything from battling giant knight-mounted ostriches to hurtling along at dizzying 
speeds in a high-octane-fueled racecars. So grab that joystick and jerk it around as you play 
with yourself or with some friends, as you will simply explode with joy as you beat them off 
one by one!

Carnival Rides  
Big Balla Campground / Wednesday thru Saturday: 2pm–Midnight

Experience the adrenaline-filled joy that these free gigantic carnival rides provide as you spin 
round and round and up and down. You won’t be able to contain your screams (or those 
corn dogs and Faygo for that matter) as the G forces assault and batter you. The fact that 
they are set up right in the heart of the Gathering allows you to check out your favorite artists 
on the Big Top Stage from 30 feet in the air! So step up, strap in, hold tight, and prepare to 
be tantalized, my friend.

Autographs Autograph Tent
Come meet whichever Gathering artists you choose for an opportunity to get a signature, take 
a photo, and give a playa a dap. Even though these autographs and photos will be yours for 
the rest of your life, worth more than this will be the memories of the words shared with your 
favorite underground artists. That’s what’s up…so what you sayin’?
•	 Zug	Izland	&	Aqualeo	/	Thursday:	Noon–2pm
•	 ICP	&	Boondox	/	Thursday:	2pm–4pm
•	 Twiztid	&	Blaze	/	Thursday:	4pm–6pm
•	 ABK	&	Axe	Murder	Boyz	/	Friday:	Noon–2pm
•	 ICP	&	Madchild	/	Friday:	2pm–4pm
•	 Dope	DOD	&	Nova	Rockafeller	/	Friday:	4pm–6pm
•	 JCW	Autographs	/	Saturday:	Noon–2pm
•	 Big	Hoodoo	&	Myzery	/	Saturday:	2pm–4pm
•	 Rittz	&	Mushroomhead	/	Saturday:	4pm–6pm

Other Flavor

Other FlavorCompetitions
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Other Flavor

 Seminars Seminar Tent
Gathering seminars provide a rare glimpse into the minds of some of your favorite artists. 
In a nutshell, each one features an artists who will take to the stage to talk about anything 
and	everything,	followed	by	a	Q&A	portion	where	you	will	be	able	to	address	the	artist	with	
whatever you like. These seminars have always been the launching point for some of the 
biggest breaking news in the Juggalo world and quite often have surprise giveaways and 
feature special guests. So don’t miss this unique opportunity to chill with a Psychopathic 
homie, homie!

•  AMB Seminar: Thurs 2 – 3pm 

•  Big Hoodoo Seminar: Thurs 4 – 5pm

•  Boondox Seminar: Fri 2 – 3pm

•  Twiztid & Blaze Seminar: Fri 4 – 5pm

•  ICP Seminar: Sat 2 – 3pm

•  ABK Seminar: Sat 4 – 5pm

Other Flavor

Movie Night 
Autograph Tent / Wednesday & Friday Night: 12:30am–4am

Need a moment to chill in an air-conditioned environment? Then stop by the Autograph 
Tent to peep out a movie on a large screen during the scheduled times. Each movie shown 
will be chosen by a Psychopathic artist as one of their all-time favorites. If you want to know 
what they are, then you will have to stop by to find out.

•Wednesday Night:
12:30am: Shaggy 2 Dope’s choice
2:30am: Boondox’s choice

•Friday Night:
12:30am: ABK’s choice
2:30am: Violent J’s choice

Psychopathic Auction  Seminar Tent / Thurs: Noon to 1pm
If you’ve never been to one of these legendary auctions, then you need to peep this out 
if nothing else for the pure spectacle of it all. Rarely has a crowd ever exploded with pure 
excitement as they do when ninjas are going to war with one another to win a bid! That’s be-
cause of the fact that here you will find some of the rarest and most sought after items ever 
produced by Psychopathic. The best part is that all items start at a low bid, so if you’re lucky, 
you might walk away with something on the cheap. That is if you can last all the way to the 
final….Going once, going twice…sold! Cash and credit are accepted, letters of authenticity 
will be presented with each item won, and 25% of the money earned will be donated to the 
Midwest Food Bank in honor of our fellow Juggalette Marissa Mignacco. Peep the Psycho-
pathic Auction Items section for all the flavor!
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Merch Bazaar
This expansive and colorful bazaar features vendors of all kinds selling a wide assortment of goods for you to take a 
gander at (see below for a description of some of them). Here is where you will find the massive HatchetGear tent selling 
almost the entire catalog of Psychopathic Records merchandise as well as some rare and Gathering exclusive items. This 
is also where you will find the merch of all performers on the Big Top or Carousel Stages this year. Make sure to keep 
checking back because some of the vendors will change from day to day.

Bluntman’s One Stop Shop - www.facebook.com/thebluntshop
GOTJs #1 smoke shop for the past 7 years. We provide affordable products for all your smoking needs. We have the 
largest selection of blunt wraps, pipes, and rolling papers. Don’t forget to stop by and say hello!

Creations by George
Come get your body painted while checking out portfolios and goods made to delight the minds of the strange.

Everything Vape
Vape pen, e-liquid, glass tobacco pipes, novelties.

GOREgous Girls - www.goregousgirls.com
We will be selling t-shirts, tank tops, lighters, calendars, magazines, and more. You won’t want to miss our bloody shows 
at our booth. Our July issue will feature a cover story from this event, and you could be in it. Let us satisfy your demented 
needs.

Grassroots California - www.grassrootscalifornia.com
You can’t knock the hustle. Grassroots California has gone from selling hats out of their backpack to being sold in over 
300 stores around the world. GRC still travels to over 100 events a year getting their name out and those of everyone 
they collab with! Come check us out.

I Love Pot Clothing - www.Ilovepotclothing.com
Clothing, tees, hats, hoodies, beanies, accessories, hat pins.

Infamous Vapor - www.infamousvapor.com
Get	your	official	GOTJ	2015	Vape	Mod	&	Flavo	ejuice!	We	also	carry	dry	herbs	and	wax	vaporizers.	Come	see	us	for	all	
your vaping needs. We are located right next to Bluntman! Stop by and give a Whoop Whoop to your boy Mickey Ray of 
the mighty Mo Thug family!

Infinity Productions
We will be selling crazy hats, light-up rave gloves, beads, boas, and all other kinds of light up stuff that will be sure to trip 
you out. All ninjas come check us out! Whoop whoop!!!

Lion’s Den - www.lionsden.com
Lion’s Den Adult Superstore will be vending clothing, sunglasses, lubricants, lotions and oils, adult novelties, tobacco 
pipes, and more! We have several locations in Ohio, including one store in Heath, Ohio, just 10 minutes away!

The Original Pain for Sale Tattooing - www.painforsale.net
Established in 2001, The Original Pain for Sale LLC is a full-service tattoo and body piercing studio with over 50 years 
combined experience. In addition to tattooing, we are licensed for permanent makeup application. We also sell glass 
pipes, body piercing jewelry, and accessories.

Pimp Lights - https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pimp-Lights/126985897449411
PimpLights the Juggalo Store will be in full effect with a full smoke shop and free Juggalo arcade and dope custom gear, 
music, lights, and lasers! Stop by and show PimpLights sum clown luv ! This is PimpLights’ 4th year working with Psycho-
pathic and GOTJ. “PimpLights—Your Smoke Shop/Arcade One Stop at GOTJ 2015!”

Powerups Club - www.powerups-club.com
Powerups Club offers a portable phone charging service that will allow you to charge your phone on the go. Once your 
charger is drained, you can swap it for a fully charged one. At the end of the festival, return the charger to receive your 
deposit or keep it for everyday use!

•  Twiztid & Blaze Seminar: Fri 4 – 5pm

•  ICP Seminar: Sat 2 – 3pm

•  ABK Seminar: Sat 4 – 5pm

Vendors

Other Flavor
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SIGNED CD BUNDLE 
This CD bundle features four CDs that have all been signed by their respective artists. This auc-
tion item includes Twiztid’s rare End of Days tour EP and “Story of Our Lives” single, Boondox’s 
Punkinhed album, and DJ Clay’s “Let ‘Em Bleed Volume 1.” Here is your chance to complete your 
collection with some dope CDs presigned by some of your favorite artists. How convenient!

LARGE FRAMED TWIZTID FREEK SHOW PICTURE 
This large promotional flat of Twiztid during their Freek Show era has been showcased in a beauti-
ful custom made frame. It captures a nostalgic moment in the history of one of the greatest Hor-
rorcore groups of our time. Seeing as the frame itself cost around $150, it will be interesting to 
see if someone can walk away with this dope item on the cheap.

AMERICAN PSYCHO TOUR FLAG
This extremely rare flag is one of about eight that were used as props during the American Psycho 
Tour with ICP, Twiztid, and Blaze. It measures 4’11” wide by 3’ tall and is in near mint condi-
tion. Grommets along the edges make this item easy to display anywhere, and it is sure to spark 
conversation with all who see it chillin’ at your crib. This flag not only represents Psychopathic 
Records but also Juggalo Pride and is a rare reminder of one of the greatest tours to ever blaze a 
trail across the U.S.

SHAGGY 2 DOPE’S ACTUAL DREADLOCKS FROM 2004 
I know you’re like…what the fuck? Yes it’s true…these ten dreadlocks were actually cut from 
Shaggy 2 Dope’s head during the Shangri-La/Hell’s Pit era and consist of his real hair (no weave 
here). They were then for some reason put in a Ziploc bag by Shaggy and kept in one of his 
closets for all these years. Just think, with technology advances in today’s science, one day you 
might even be able to utilize the DNA found in these strands to actually clone replicas of the man 
himself! So don’t sleep on this one of a kind item that is truly bizarre, slightly disturbing, and amaz-
ing at the same time.

Psychopathic Auction Items
SMALL DJ CLAY LET ‘EM BLEED VOL 4 BANNER 

This small 2’ wide by 1’9” tall colorful banner features DJ Clay’s Let ‘Em Bleed: The Mixxtape 
Volume 4 album cover art showcasing Psychopathic artists featured on this album as super hero 
characters. It has slight nicks on its surface but otherwise would make a really nice wall decoration 
that pays homage to a great album.
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2 TUFF TONY 
No, your eyes do not deceive you. We are actually auctioning off the former longtime JCW cham-
pion! Here is your chance to chill with your Juggalo homie and all around good guy between the 
time you win this bid until 9 p.m. that night. Don’t bother asking him to do menial labor because 
he is not a slave per se, but he will escort you and a few of your homies backstage if you want, 
chill with you at your campsite as he shares stories of his many adventures, and drive you around 
in his golf cart so that you can get to all your Gathering events quickly and efficiently. Again…
don’t ask for a foot massage unless you wanna get a corkscrew from the top rope, but he might 
cut a promo video for your Facebook…if you ask nicely.

GIANT PSYCHOPATHIC FAMILY VINYL STICKER 
This one-of-a-kind giant (4’ wide by 3’ high) vinyl sticker was made to be put up in the Lotus Pod 
studio about five years ago but then was never used because there was no more room left on 
the walls after all the gold and platinum plaques were hung. It features the entire Psychopathic 
Records artist roster at the time it was made and captures a moment that remains dear to many a 
Juggalo’s heart. Here is your chance to own a truly rare artifact that pays homage to a great time in 
the history of the label.

OLD SCHOOL MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER COLLECTION 
This is a collection of some of the magazines and newspapers that have run stories about Psycho-
pathic artists over the years and is a must-have for the serious collector. This includes Circus (ICP 
cover) June 2000 / Real Detroit (ICP cover) November 2002 / Real Detroit (ICP cover) November 
2003 / My Time (ICP cover) August 2007 / Play (ICP Cover) October 2007 / Detroit Free Press 
Entertainment (ICP cover) October 2009 / Real Detroit (ICP cover) November 2009 / Murder 
Dog (ICP cover) 2009 / Murder Dog (Twiztid cover) 2009 / The Detroit News (ICP Feature) Janu-
ary 2010 / Metrotimes (ICP cover) August 2012 / Murder Dog (ICP cover) 2012 / Rebel Ink (ICP 
feature)	2013	/	Metrotimes	(ICP	cover)	January	2014	/	SN&R	(FBI	lawsuit	cover)	January	2014	
/ Horrorcore Magazine (Boondox cover) April 2014 / Toledo Free Press (ICP cover) May 2014. 
That’s 17 items in all, many of which you won’t be able to find anywhere else but here. 

BIG MONEY RUSTLAS BANNER and DVD
This colorful and entertaining 4’ wide × 5’7” high banner was created for the movie premier that 
took place at the Fillmore in Detroit, Michigan. It is one of a few banners that were ever made. 
The only other one we know about is hanging in Violent J’s home. It’s in great condition and would 
make an awesome decorative piece that can be mounted anywhere. Don’t miss your chance to 
walk away with not only an amazing looking banner but also a piece of movie magic history.

SHAGGY CUSTOM MADE JERSEYS (3) 
These three custom made jerseys were created and worn by Shaggy 2 Dope at one time or 
another. They have since been hanging in a closet for an unknown amount of time and now find 
their way to this auction. All three have “Shaggy” embroidered on the back (the white Jersey has a 
slight stitching flaw). Each one is 3XL in size and is otherwise of high quality.

Auction Items

Auction Items
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Auction Items

Other Flavor

RAW STANK BIG MONEY RUSTLAS OUTFIT 
Holy shit!!! This is the original and one-and-only outfit worn by Jamie Madrox aka Raw Stank in 
the Juggalo classic movie Big Money Rustlas. It includes the following items: gray bowler hat, light 
blue money sign vest with gold back, pale yellow dress shirt, black bow tie, black and gray striped 
dress pants, black belt with Blaze buckle, two belt chains, and blackish brown dress shoes with 
tan highlights. Please note that the cowboy hat is the only item not part of the original outfit. Of in-
teresting note is that the pants have an actual hole burned through them where Jamie accidentally 
shot himself with a blank round (yes, the scene in the movie was not planned that way), resulting 
in a minor burn wound to his leg. This item is without question un-fuck-witable! It’s something you 
might even say is priceless.

DUSTY POOT BIG MONEY RUSTLAS OUTFIT
Stop playin’!!! This is the original and one-and-only outfit worn by Monoxide aka Dusty Poot in the 
Juggalo classic movie Big Money Rustlas. It includes the following items: black bowler’s hat, black 
bandana, burgundy suede jacket, burgundy suede vest, blue dress shirt, blue striped dress pants, 
black leather belt with clown face buckle, belt chain, brown boots, and even comes complete with 
his pink polka dot underwear! Please note that the cowboy hat is the only item not part of the 
original outfit. This along with all BMR costumes up for bid this year are the ones the stars wore 
the entire movie! Some say we are insane for even giving up such rare artifacts…and perhaps we 
are. Don’t miss your chance to own one of these amazing outfits that are iconic both on and off 
the screen!

LARGE BANG! POW! BOOM! BANNER WITH PROOF SHEETS 
This mint and never used large Bang! Pow! Boom! promotional banner measures 4’6” wide × 6’5” 
tall. As far as we know, it’s one of a kind because we have never seen it before and no one really 
knows why it was made in the first place (we found it lost and discarded on a high shelf here at the 
warehouse). It’s a unique, colorful piece of art that pays homage to a great album and is perfect 
to put up in your home to flip your homies’ wigs. Also included are the one-of-a-kind Bang! Pow! 
Boom! CD insert proofs that were sent by the manufacturer for ICP’s approval of the final album 
layout. Here it is all for the taking…as long as you can come out on top of the bid.

MYSTERY BOX 
This year’s mystery box is curiously small, measuring in at about 3” by 3” by 2” deep. What 
could be inside? Well just about anything that’s not bigger than a pair of rolled up socks….that’s 
what makes it a mystery. We are not promising anything because this is a true gamble, as it could 
be the total bone or the total benefit. It’s all up in the air! Last year’s mystery box went for over 
$3000! The question is…how far are you willing to go in the bid to find out what’s inside?

TWO PSYCHOPATHIC RYDAS BANNERS 
These awesome Psychopathic Rydas banners form the Eat Shit and Die era are amazing to look 
at to say the least. The first is a one-of-a-kind, huge stage banner (13’ wide × 7’9” high) that was 
used several times during past Gathering performances. The other is smaller at 2’ wide by 2’9” 
tall and makes for a perfect size to hang anywhere on a wall or door. They are a unique piece of 
history. So here is your chance to own items from the legacy of one of the most wanted groups 
on the planet. 
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UNRELEASED ICP SONG
You’re straight up not going to believe this shit! Here you have a never before released Insane 
Clown Posse track (4 min 17 seconds long) featuring Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope for bid! This 
song is a complete original and will never be released on our end. This flavorful track entitled 
“Burning Abandoned House” is a song about ICP describing themselves as flames consuming an 
abandoned house. It comes on both a CD (signed by ICP) and USB wristband thumb drive, and 
you can do whatever you want with it…keep it to yourself, sell it, or share it with the world. This 
kind of auction item will probably never be seen or heard of again…ever!

LARGE HANDMADE VIOLENT J “THE JUGGLER” BANNER 
This item was airbrushed by an artist on cloth and is an amazing piece of carnivalesque art. It 
measures 4’ wide by 7’5” tall and depicts Violent J as “The Juggler.” It was used as a stage prop for 
the legendary Shangri-La tour, and there were only two ever made, neither of which look exactly 
the same since they were both done by hand. This is by far one of the hottest items we have at 
the action this year…period!

LARGE HANDMADE SHAGGY “SOUTHWEST STRANGLER” BANNER 
This is the partner to the Violent J “The Juggler” banner and shares an identical description except 
it depicts Shaggy 2 Dope as the “Southwest Strangler.” This is a masterful work of art that would 
look amazing displayed in any home. Since it shared the stage with ICP during the Shangri-La tour, 
it also has a history that makes it far more valuable. This is a devastating item that was really hard 
to even part with on our end, but it brings us some solace knowing that some lucky ninja will be 
able to enjoy it till the end of time.

BIG BABY CHIPS BIG MONEY RUSTLAS OUTFIT
Booyah, son! This is one of the main outfits worn by Violent J aka Big Baby Chips in the Juggalo 
classic movie Big Money Rustlas. It’s one of a kind. It includes the following items: black cowboy 
hat, purple velvet long coat, burgundy and gold ascot tie, black bow tie, burgundy and gold vest, 
burgundy shirt, black pants, pair of studded armbands, black cowboy boots, and even comes com-
plete with his pink polka dot underwear! Please note that the cowboy hat is the only item not part 
of the original outfit. This along with all BMR outfits are by far the crème-de-la-crème of this year’s 
Psychopathic Auction, and we may never again have items on par with their flavor. Here is your 
chance to truly own an amazing piece of cinematic history!

SUGAR WOLF BIG MONEY RUSTLAS OUTFIT
This awesome ensemble truly belongs in a museum! This is the original and one-and-only outfit 
worn by Shaggy 2 Dope aka Sugar Wolf in the Juggalo classic movie Big Money Rustlas. It includes 
the following items: brown cowboy hat, brown corduroy jacket, sheriff’s badge, brown vest, blue 
denim shirt, light gray undershirt, brown corduroy pants, belt with buckle, yellow work gloves, 
brown cowboy boots, and even included is Sugar Wolf’s brown wig! Please note that the cowboy 
hat is the only item not part of the original outfit. Not sure if this would be considered a benefit or 
bone, but all BMR costumes have never been washed since the last shoot day. On ICP’s outfits, 
you can still see the marks left by their makeup! This is an amazing item that is almost unfathom-
able to think you could actually own.
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